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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE LAMBASTES
PORTLAND FOR MORE FAILURES TO
COMPLY WITH AGREEMENT
New Remedies Introduced, Court Holds Two
Hearings; Community Group Spins Its Wheels

P

erhaps in reaction to having had the City hide racist and
violent training slides from them for at least four months
(PPR #86), the US Department of Justice (DOJ) turned up
the heat on Portland Police, finding seventeen new violations
of the 2012 Settlement
Agreement in a late June
analysis. Among other things,
their report revealed that at
least one officer who was
found to have violated Bureau
policies had their record
expunged, police dogs
seriously injured two people
unnecessarily, and that the
Behavioral Health Unit
Portland Mercury blog, July 20
Advisory Committee (BHUAC)
needs to examine serious force against people in mental health
crisis. Remedies proposed to fix issues the DOJ found in 2021
were adopted by federal judge Michael Simon on April 29.
Simon also led a status conference on July 27 to reconcile the
DOJ’s concerns, those of the Compliance Officer/Community
Liaison (COCL) and the inadequate response from the City.
Notably, the COCL ok’d the Bureau’s actions in 10 of the 30
total paragraphs the DOJ cited as lacking. However, the COCL’s
Q1 2022 Report found three areas non-compliant the DOJ did
not. Meanwhile, the Portland Committee on Community Engaged
Policing (PCCEP), which narrowly escaped being shut down,
has been hampered by their own reluctance to ensure they have a
quorum to conduct business at their meetings. As a result, they
were unable to adopt a group statement to present to the Judge.
The DOJ focused repeatedly on how the City is failing to
hold officers accountable, including an ongoing (continued on p. 8)
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PORTLAND’S NEW GANG TEAM
KILLS ONE, WOUNDS ONE, MISSES ONE
ANOTHER MAN SHOT POINT BLANK,
STOLEN CAR DRIVER NOT HIT
Three Shootings in One Week of July Pushes
Bureau Past 2021 Numbers
y mid-August, 2021, Portland Police had shot at four
people, killing two; by the same time in 2022 they shot
six people, killing three of them. In a disturbing trend,
two female Portland Police officers were involved in the
shooting incidents since May, adding to the no-hit shooting
by Jennifer Pearce in
December 2020 (PPR #83).
Shortly after midnight on
July 24, Officer Gelsomina
Cavalli-Singer (#59104)
shot and killed Jonathan
Worth, 19, who had seconds
July 24: KOIN-TV6 featured a still
earlier been disarmed by her
where they circled the officer grabbing
Jonathan Worth’s gun in a video by
partner, an as-yet-unnamed
Oregon Copwatch (no relation)
male officer, while they
were investigating Worth
for Domestic Violence. Two
KPTV-12
days later on July 26, Officer
July 28
Kyle Roush (#57758) fired at
a person driving a truck who
was suspected of firing a gun;
that person allegedly rammed
a patrol car with the truck and
drove off. The next day, on July 27, an officer from the
Focused Intervention Team (FIT) shot and killed a man; PPB
has refused to release more info as of August 18. On May 7,
just days after Portland Copwatch quoted Officer Whitney
Anderson saying that she thinks the FIT, Portland’s new Gang
Enforcement Team, will make the city a “safer place,” she
was one of four officers to riddle a suspect with bullets. The
(continued on p. 6)
suspect, 36 year old Matthew Leahey, was

B

Oversight Group for New Gang Team Makes Controversial Recommendations

T

he Focused Intervention Team Community Oversight Group (FITCOG), which oversees the most recent version of the Gang
Task Force, has been meeting weekly. In July, they submitted a formal recommendation to Mayor Wheeler that the City
should buy and implement the ShotSpotter program along with a few additional
recommendations. ShotSpotter is a program where the police install listening devices in
areas known for gun violence and when a loud noise occurs, like a gunshot or possibly a
firework or car backfire, the police are notified and the program triangulates the location of
the noise so the police can quickly respond to the scene.
Many community members who commented on the ShotSpotter program, including
Portland Copwatch, have concerns. Some concerns include: giving additional powers to
the police, the inaccuracies of the program, the enlargement of the police budget, the Oregonian,
July 20
i n s i d e • Police Review agency slightly more independent...2 possible civil rights
violations
of
recording
devices
running throughout the city
t h i s • Inhumane treatment of houseless Portlanders...4
i s s u e • Training Council misses data on dip in force bias...7 24/7, police bias against black and brown people, (continued on p. 5)
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Slightly More Independent Police Review Faces Staffing Issues
Citizen Committee Slowly Grinds Forward; City Tries Changing Police Review Board
he current civilian-run oversight agency, the “Independent” Police Review (IPR), gained its independence
from the elected City Auditor on July 1. While that change did not grant it powers to compel officer testimony,
it may free the agency to be less over-cautious as has been the status quo under five Auditors since 2001. One
reason for the change is the City’s effort to create a new system (article below), which led to difficulties for Auditor Mary Hull
Caballero figuring out how to keep IPR staffed. So, she cut IPR loose (PPR #86). IPR has lost at least one investigator, its long-time
outreach coordinator and Deputy Director Dana Walton Macauley in the first half of this year. Meanwhile, the volunteer community
board known as the Citizen Review Committee (CRC) has only met twice since February— at meetings in April and August.
Meetings were canceled in May, June and July, except for a Crowd Control Work Group meeting in May at which Director Ross
Caldwell and Macauley described issues investigating protest cases. While continuing to process complaints, IPR released a policy
review and its Annual Report (p. 3). Meanwhile, a few weeks after City Council made adjustments to IPR’s establishing code to
remove references to the Auditor on May 11, they tried making more substantive changes to the Bureau-driven Police Review
Board, but backed down to await public input.
The CRC had been scheduled to hear an appeal about a protest case in February.
According to Caldwell, based on new evidence provided by the appellant’s attorney, the
case was sent back for more investigation, then closed without further appeal. It is not
clear whether that means the officer was found out of policy or if the appellant and their
lawyer gave up.
At the August meeting, CRC members were introduced to Ginger Ruddell, one of
the several people appointed as alternate members in April, 2021. Ruddell replaced
Shaina Pomerantz, who resigned after the April meeting (also PPR #86). They also got
updates about IPR’s independence from Caldwell, and the Police Accountability
Commission from PAC co-chair Faythe Aiken.
At the Crowd Control meeting, IPR staff talked about how difficult it was to identify
officers, both due to the number of agencies involved in policing the 2020 protests and
because PPB officers stopped wearing nametags on their uniforms for most of the monthslong demonstrations (PPR #83). For some reason, Walton Macauley felt compelled to
state that after reviewing video of the incidents, she thought there needs to be a discussion
with protestors about their behavior. In this sense, it’s not a bad thing that she has left,
since other than advising people of their rights, a police oversight body has no place in
New member Ginger Ruddell (bottom)
introduced herself at the August 3
telling anyone other than law enforcement what they should or should not do.
Citizen Review Committee meeting.
On June 1, the City Attorney’s office tried to change the rules for the Police Review
Board (PRB), which is usually made up of three or four police personnel, an IPR staff person, a civilian picked from a pool of volunteers,
and in serious cases, one CRC member. The proposal included making it so if a CRC member is not available, a PRB volunteer could
take their place— something that would be in violation of the US DOJ Settlement Agreement. Other changes would have allowed the
PPB to stop investigating a case if an officer left the Bureau and allowed the civilian PPB employee in charge of the Board to
facilitate meetings instead of a professional facilitator. Luckily, Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty was having none of it, pointing out that
the changes were proposed by the police while dozens of changes sought by the community weren’t even being considered. PCW
weighed in against the changes as well. The City Attorney revised the ordinance on the spot to only change parts about the Auditor.*
The effects of the pandemic and the social justice protests may have led to some of these proposals. CRC members have not
been able to attend police academy or ride-alongs due to COVID restrictions, though they were relieved of the requirement by
Council in 2021. The City Attorney said they are having problems hiring PRB facilitators who are reluctant to work for the
police, which is sort of a good sign.

T

Contact IPR at 503-823-0146

*- and to take out gendered language

Police Accountability Commission Begins Research Phase

by Philip C.

S

tarting in April, the Police Accountability Committee (PAC) began meeting with stakeholders to identify best practices for (and
barriers to) police accountability. Common themes heard from stakeholders (including the Portland Police Association) are that the
current system is too complex, it lacks transparency, and neither the police nor the public believe it works the way it should. Appearing
at meetings, both Mayor Wheeler and Chief Lovell indicated they don’t want, and shouldn’t have, the responsibility of disciplining
officers and suggest that another entity that specializes in police oversight would be more
appropriate. Many, if not most, of the stakeholders believe the general public doubts the
legitimacy of the police accountability system which results in under-reporting of misconduct,
further trauma of victims, and distrust of the police and City. After over 100 straight days of
police protests in 2020, Portland politicians and staff seemed to be walking on eggshells,
hoping to avoid another lengthy conflict over police misconduct. While not much has actually
changed with police oversight in Portland since the protests, the PAC, through a voterapproved ballot measure, is working to design a new unified oversight system.
The PAC has two sub-committees. One group is researching the benefits and drawbacks
of police oversight systems in other cities and the other group is planning how to engage
the community in the development of the new police oversight system. Including subcommittees, the PAC has been hosting 2-3 meetings per week in an effort to complete
PAC staffer Sameer Kanal and first quarter cotheir work within the 18 month time-frame the city has provided.
chair Angie Tomlinson presenting the Q1 Report
For more information see <portland.gov/police-accountability>.
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at City Council on August 3 (CityNet30 video).
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Annual Report from “Independent” Police Review Continues to Lack Adequate Information
ust under four weeks before it moved out from under the
City Auditor’s office (p. 2), Portland’s “Independent” Police
Review (IPR) released its 2021 Annual Report on June 3.
Barely expanding, the document is now 14 pages long and
integrates data which were previously relegated to the appendix,
if they were included at all, in recent years. Still, only one
page longer than 2020’s Report, there was no room to delve
deeply into force complaints (or how many were sustained),
deadly force, mental health issues, or other key components
most Portlanders think about when they hear the words “police
accountability.” The remarkable fact
that 34 officers were disciplined last
year, 14 more than in 2020, is
undercut by recent news from the US
Department of Justice saying the
City voluntarily expunged the
records of one officer who had been
found guilty of misconduct (p. 1).
The data which are included once
again are not consistently presented,
usually appearing either as raw
numbers or percentages, but not
both. It seems IPR assumes
community members (and the
media) will go online to their
“dashboards” to make more sense
of the Report. Portland Copwatch
(PCW) has repeatedly asked for
more transparency— rather than
making hundreds of people jump
through hoops to find information,
just put it all in one place.
PCW has been putting out extensive analysis of these Reports
to include missing data. While our full analysis is not yet ready,
here are some key issues:
—according to IPR’s “dashboards,” there were zero use of
force allegations sustained in 2021. While that fact is alarming,
the number for 2020 somehow went from zero to six sometime
between June 2021 and July 2022.
—for the fifth year in a row, IPR put out incorrect
information about the civilian body attached to its office, the
Citizen Review Committee (CRC). The Report says CRC heard
two appeals in 2021; in fact they only heard one— about a
woman arrested for twerking near a police vehicle (PPR #84).
The other case they referred to was heard on appeal in
December 2019, followed by an unprecedented two conference
hearings to reconcile with the Chief in August 2020 and

J

February 2021, heading to City Council in April, 2021. In that
case, the Report accurately states, Council affirmed CRC’s
finding of “Sustained”; they do not note, however, that the
complaint was about an officer failing to file a police report
on a woman’s stolen car (PPR #83).
—there is no mention of the CRC presenting its Crowd
Control Work Group Report to City Council in September, even
though IPR touts its own policy review on the issue of equitable
language services.
—for the first year since 2018, IPR included demographics
of complainants. While only about
half of the people filing provided
information, of those who did 22%
were Black. IPR makes no note of
this disparity in a city with a 6%
African American population,
despite acknowledging in the
previous Report that the protests held
in 2020 were in response to the
murder of George Floyd and the
issue of racial justice.
Also, once again IPR did not talk
about Portland Police use of deadly
force, even though (a) there were
eight officer involved shootings in
2021, the largest number since 2005,
(b) IPR is intimately involved in the
investigations, heading to the scenes,
reviewing the investigations and
voting on Police Review Boards, and
(c) they keep a dashboard of such
incidents on their website.
The 34 officers who were disciplined included one who was
fired, five who were suspended without pay (most for only
one day), four who received Letters of Reprimand and 24
subjected to “Command Counseling.” As usual, the Report does
not make a connection between what kinds of misconduct led
to which forms of discipline. In addition, five officers resigned
or retired while under investigaiton.
PCW hopes that IPR will have fewer restraints put on its
reporting now that is out from under the Auditor, including that
they should present the Report to City Council. The fact that a
new oversight body is in the works should be an impetus to
create a model of reporting rather than sticking to these
threadbare documents or even scaling them back.
Find the IPR’s annual report at
<portland.gov/ipr/news/2022/6/9/2021-annual-report>

Portland Copwatch Helps Thwart Potential Scams
by Cops Who Transfer to PPB
n late May, the Portland Police attempted to push an item through at
City Council that would grant $25,000 bonuses to officers transferring
in from other agencies as an incentive to join the Bureau. The catch?
There was nothing preventing the officers from signing up, joining the
PPB, and walking away with the money once they pocketed it. Portland
Copwatch (PCW) members’ testimony helped prompt City Council to
ask questions, which in turn led Mayor Ted Wheeler to delay the item
while more work was done on it. When it came back to Council on June
29, a new provision required these officers to return all the money if they
left within a year, $20,000 if they left within two years, and so on. While
a minor victory, these are the kinds of things PCW constantly monitors to
at least mitigate the worst possible outcomes.
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Portland’s Inhumanity Towards Houseless People Continues

A

activity in the area and “very surgically remove individuals who
lthough the root causes of houselessness are not being
are causing more criminal activity than anything else in that area.”
addressed and there is an inadequate supply of needed
Do they use a scalpel, a scythe or a “smart bomb” (which are touted
housing in this area, the City continues its relentless sweeps of
to be used in “surgical strikes”)?
those who have no other place to go. While most sweeps are
As of the end of June, only one of the six Safe Rest Villages
conducted by private contractors, Portland Police frequently
promised by the City has come into fruition. Homeless youth are
act as security on standby. The City maintains that outreach is
not escaping the inhumanity and are frequently being swept
being done to advise houseless people regarding shelter and
(Portland Tribune, June 29). Mayor Wheeler has said he plans to
other resources but various sources dispute this. As noted in
broaden sweeps to all neighborhoods in the City (Willamette Week,
PPR #86, the City dismissed these claims by saying these were
June 18). Pursuant to a class action lawsuit filed by four houseless
“self reporting experiences.” Certainly an elitist response.
individuals, the City has
A person who has been witness to the City’s
supposedly established new
sweeps of the Hazelnut Grove area stated that the
policies for sweeps, including
outreach to the houseless community seems
expanding prior notice and
minimal as the sweeps have ramped up
providing information on
considerably. While some of the campers were
seized personal possessions
asked if they wanted to go to a shelter or needed
(Oregonian, May 11).
some services, most were not spoken to. The
If the sweeps, loss of tents and
campers were frightened of the sweeps, often had
personal property are not enough
nowhere to go and had no means to move their
to traumatize houseless people,
possessions. They had little or no ability to recover
statistics indicate they are
their belongings. Even if one person was the cause
frequently arrested, accounting
of a problem, the whole camp was swept.
for over half of the arrests in
According to the July 10 Oregonian, there were
Portland in a four year period.
massive sweeps of camps in Old Town, but the
At a news conference, Mayor Wheeler congratulated
proposed new approach to address the himself for “cleaning up” Old Town (Oregonian, June 15). These arrests were usually not for
serious crimes, but rather for
homelessness crisis doesn’t appear to have been
missing court hearings. It is often difficult for a houseless person
considered at all. Again, tents, bedding, IDs, medication and
to make an appearance in court. Many arrests stem from calls by
personal property were taken from those swept who were
housed people reporting a “suspicious” person or to ask for a
traumatized once again. The Portland Mercury reported on
welfare check (Street Roots, May 29).
another camp that was swept where a camper said one of the
Portland has an ordinance prohibiting persons sitting or lying
contractors unzipped her tent, shook the contents on the ground
on sidewalks, and violations can often result in arrests of houseless
and threw the tent into a dumpster (July 15). The clothing and
people. For years, Portland Copwatch has asked the City for
personal property belonging to this woman were lost. Rapid
statistics regarding arrests under this ordinance. Thus far the City
Response BioClean, which picks up items during the sweeps,
has not provided this information.
reportedly has a pattern of throwing most structures and
Sadly, Portland is not the only Oregon city to make life miserable
property into the trash.
for those who are houseless. In order to not offend the senses of
At a July 21 virtual meeting to present the Police Bureau’s
the participants and attendees at the World Athletic Championships,
annual report, Central Precinct Commander Craig Dobson
Eugene forced the removal of its unhoused population prior to the
stated that when officers are providing security for sweeps
opening of this event (Oregonian, July 25).
(which he referred to as “cleanings”), they look at criminal
Sheriff’s Office Refuses Investigation into Offensive Commemorative Coin
ocal journalists at Street Roots have been investigating a commemorative coin created
by a Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office (MSCO) Deputy with the mysterious acronym
NPNBW. The coin includes the date May 29, 2020, an image of the Justice Center in
flames (when protestors set fire to that building), a reference to the Alamo and the
abbreviation for the MCSO’s Corrections Emergency Response Team (CERT). On June
15, the paper revealed that NPNBW likely stands for “No P**sies, No BedWetters.”
They identified Deputy Daniel
Szarowski as the person who likely “minted” the coin. Although Sheriff Mike
Reese’s chief of staff Katie Burgard filed a complaint listing various policies
that seem to have been violated, Internal Affairs declined to take up the case.
Sheriff posts Instead they said they would debrief CERT members about
controversial “awareness of discredit to the agency and appropriate use of MCSO
video review name and insignia.”
policy— p. 11
New Sheriff in Town, Again
We’ve lost count of how many people have had the title of Sheriff since
Portland Copwatch began in 1992. Since Reese was term limited out, an election
was held in May (PPR #86). Partly because she did not answer our questionnaire
(unlike her key opponent), PCW does not know much about Nicole Morrisey
Street Roots, June 15
O’Donnell other than what was in the voters’ pamphlet and the media about her.
PCW has met with several of the Sheriffs over the years and hopes to get a
meeting with Morrisey O’Donnell to report on in future newsletters. For what
it’s worth, she is the first female elected Sheriff in the county.
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Oversight Team’s Controversial
Recommendations (continued from p.1)
and the danger to the community when police
race to the scene expecting to find people shooting
guns. In addition, the police are having trouble
responding to 911 calls as it is and adding ShotSpotter
to the mix may either increase response times across
the board or the police may choose to disregard
ShotSpotter altogether because repeatedly showing up
to car backfires is a waste of police resources.
Take, for instance, Sergeant Kenneth Duilio, Acting
Lieutenant of the FIT. In 2001, Bruce Browne, a Black man
who happened to be at the scene of a robbery, successfully
disarmed the robbery suspect but Sergeant Duilio arrived at
the scene and shot Browne (PPR #24). Luckily, Browne
survived and eventually the City reached a settlement with
him for $200,000. The leader of FIT, the same officer who
recklessly shot the man who successfully de-escalated that
situation, thinks it’s a good idea for officers to rush to the
scene of ShotSpotter reports with guns drawn ready to shoot.
One concerning FITCOG recommendation is the
creation of a new “gang list.” This time they call it the
Violent Impact Players (VIP) List, which would be created
so the police can
more easily track,
stop, search, and
arrest people who
they p r e d i c t
a r e more likely
to commit future
gun crimes. On
the one hand,
FITCOG says
they don’t want
marginalized
communities to
be over-policed
but on the other
hand, they want to
create a list of potential suspects of future crimes for the
police to over-police. They explain that ShotSpotter will
somehow make the VIP list fair by narrowly targeting people
in the area where gunshots occur rather than randomly
stopping and searching people on the City’s old “gang list.”
FITCOG recommends that the City use “data” and “best
practices” to create a list of people to target as potential
future gun criminals but fails to go into specifics within
their recommendation and fails to recommend an appeals
process for people who are placed on the VIP list. The old
“gang list” along with Gang Task Force officers
disproportionately targeting black and brown people with
frequent stops, searches, and intimidation were the main
reasons Portland disbanded past versions of the Gang Task
Force (PPR #81). It looks like FITCOG has become the
new cheerleaders for bringing back the old disparaged and
discriminatory policing program.
In early August, Commissioner Jo Ann Hardesty, who
had initially refused to appoint members to the FITCOG
fearing just such an outcome, nominated three members
as per the Resolution that created the Group. FITCOG
members raised concerns about Hardesty invoking this
right. When the matter came before City Council, Mayor
Wheeler withdrew the nominations citing administrative
reasons. Turns out, Council doesn’t have to approve
Hardesty’s nominees (Mercury Blog, August 10).
Find info on the FIT Community Oversight Group at <portland.gov/fitcog>
PEOPLE’S POLICE REPORT #87
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Whistleblower Cop Forces City to Release Records—
with Unintended Consequences
etired Sgt. Liani Reyna, the whistleblower cop whose complaint
about an unfair Internal Affairs investigation was scuttled by the
police oversight board last year (PPR #85), won a public records lawsuit
against the City in May. The City had tried to prevent her from getting
access to certain Internal Affairs records, claiming that using that information
and other publicly available
information, a person could
discover the identities and/or
histories of specific officers.
Though the District Attorney
agreed, the judge in the
matter noted that the law
does not prevent people
from, well, putting two and
two together.
However, in his ruling,
the Judge advised the City
to stop posting specific case
numbers to the internet if
they wanted to avoid this
kind of research being done
in the future. Even though
public information requests
are backed up by months
and the PPB complains
about being short-staffed,
within two weeks they had
begun redacting Police
Review Board Reports to
remove
PPB’s
case
Police Review Board Reports originally
included PPB case numbers (top) but not after
numbers. Instead of, for
the City lost its public records case (bottom).
example, 2020-C-0269, the
case number about the officer who brutalized a protestor with a
“register to vote” sign is now labeled “Case #2.” While we congratulate
Sgt. Reyna for cracking open the blue wall of silence in her case, the
unfortunate side effect is a further restriction on access to information.
Portland Ex-Cop Who Rammed Suspected Shoplifter
Pleads Guilty on Two Charges
Former Portland Officer Scott Groshong, who was charged
criminally for ramming his police vehicle into a suspected shoplifter
i n a Ju ne , 2 02 0 i nc i d e nt
FOREST GROVE DRUNK COP
(PPR #82), pleaded guilty to
CONVICTED FOR VANDALIZING
assault and official misconduct
BLACK LIVES MATTER SIGNS
( P o r t l an d M e rc u ry b l o g ,
Forest Grove Officer Steven Teets,
July 25). He is having his
who tore down a community member’s
certification to be a police
Black Lives Matter signs during a
officer revoked, will be on
drunken rage in October 2020, was
probation for three years and
convicted of second degree criminal
mischief and sentenced to 80 hours of
has to engage in 80 hours of
community service and a $100 fine
community service. Apparently,
(Oregonlive, July 22). Unfortunately,
the Multnomah County District
Teets does not seem to be facing
Attorney turned the case over
charges for Tasering a man to death
to Marion County for
that same year (PPR #84). Officer Brad
prosecution, since the local
Schuetz, who essentially covered up
Teets’ drunken crime, was found not
DA works on a daily basis
guilty of official misconduct a few days
convicting community
earlier (Portland Tribune online,
members with the help of the
July 15).
Portland Police. Though the
incident was caught on video, Groshong failed to write about it in his
(more Quick Flashes on p. 9)
police report (or to notify the DMV).
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Portland Police Shoot Four More
(continued from p. 1)

hospitalized for three weeks with critical injuries (Portland
Mercury blog, May 8) and his name was not revealed to the
public that entire time. Anderson (#59770) was joined by Adi Ramic
(#51049), John Bartlett (#56711) and Michelle Petty (#58008). On
August 16, the FIT shot at, but did not wound Robert Connelly, 49,
when trying to arrest him on a warrant— more info in our next issue.
Here are the details, as known, on the other four new incidents.
Jonathan Worth: Death Caught on Video
The shooting by Officer Cavalli-Singer is highly unusual in that
Chris Ponte, a person who regularly videos police-civilian interactions,
recorded the incident. The video appears to show the male officer
disarming the suspect by throwing the gun aside seconds after the man
fired it, apparently down the street and not at the officers. Ponte is
quoted in the media saying “the pistol was not in the guy’s hand at the
time when she shot him” (KOIN-6TV, July 24). While it is remotely
possible Cavalli-Singer was unaware the gun didn’t pose an immediate
threat, which may mean she followed legal guidance that force must
be based on what an officer knows at the time rather than 20/20
hindsight, it’s not clear she was following policy by firing the gun at
least five times without assessing if the threat was still active.
Matthew Leahey: Gang Team Shoots a White Man
The PPB and the media report that Leahey “exchanged gunfire” with
the officers after they pulled him over for “multiple violations” in a car
(Oregonlive, May 7). Surprisingly,
images of Leahey indicate that he
is Caucasian, despite the Bureau
gang teams’ history of over-policing
the Black community. The PPB
initially reported that an officer was KOIN-6TV, May 29
shot, but then retracted that tidbit
of misinformation— similar to their
incorrect report on the white
supremacist
shooting
in
Normandale Park in February (PPR
#86). In apparent violation of
communications restrictions, one
officer told a witness that Leahey “tried to kill my partner.”
Along those lines, the Portland Police Association (PPA) posted to
their Facebook page on May 7, saying that a suspect “brazenly”
exchanged gunfire with police who “fortunately” survived. No
sympathy for the hospitalized civilian.
As for the officers involved, Ramic was the person who broke the
nose of protestor (and grandmother) Peggy Zebroski in 2017 (PPR #77).
Bartlett and Petty were both named in a lawsuit by a reporter who said
they used inappropriate force during a 2020 protest.
Aaron Stanton: Bureau Wrongly Withholds Info on 7/27 Death
The man shot on July 27 had been firing off a gun in front of his
own home. The Oregonian identified the homeowner as Aaron Stanton
and quoted neighbors referring to “Aaron.” On August 3, the
“Independent” Police Review published its monthly report, which
includes a list of deadly force incidents under investigation. That report
cited Stanton’s last name, but referred to the officers as “not released
yet.” Despite specific guidelines in Directive 1010.10 saying officers’
names should be released within 24 hours unless there is a credible
threat to their safety, the Bureau cited doxxing (posting personal
information online) and threats against the officers in the previous two
incidents as a reason to withhold the cop’s name.
Unknown Suspect Still At Large
The suspect who was shot at while driving a truck on July 26
supposedly tried running into an officer outside of a patrol car before
hitting the police car and fleeing. The police had responded to a report
of gunfire (Oregonian, July 27). Because the person drove away, it is
unknown what their race, gender and age are.
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Seeing Similarities in Shootings
After the shootings on July 24 and 26, Chief Lovell and
Deputy Chief Frome were each quoted in PPB news releases
saying they were relieved no officer was injured. What about
the dead civilian in the first case? At least Mayor Wheeler
had the courtesy to mention these incidents are difficult for
all involved (KOIN-6TV, July 24). On August 16, Commander Erica Hurley expressed she was “grateful” the officers
got to go home safe, not mentioning the bullets they sprayed
around a car repair business (Oregonlive, August 17).
It’s also notable that the FIT has been involved in three
deadly force incidents in its first seven months of
operation. Safer streets indeed.
When KPTV-12, Portland’s Fox affiliate, interviewed
PPA President Aaron Schmautz about the three incidents
on July 28, he said the officers were all “heroic” and
trying to keep “the entire community” safe. Except,
perhaps, those they were shooting at. Schmautz referred
to the beginning of the incident with Worth as “good deescalation tactics.” In pulling these quotes out for the
PPA’s Facebook post, Schmautz ignored the quote in the
same news story from Worth’s half-sister in Kentucky,
who felt the force used was “excessive.”
TREND OF MORE AND MORE DEADLY
POLICE SHOOTINGS CONTINUES ACROSS OREGON

A

s of mid-August, it appears that law enforcement in Oregon have
so far been involved in 27 deadly force incidents, two more than
Portland Copwatch found by last year at this time. However, the
percentage of those killed by police (as opposed to wounded or not
hit) is higher than normal. Usually only 56% of those shot/shot at or
killed by police in custody are incidents ending in death. Of the 27 this
year, only ten have escaped with their lives, making the kill rate this
year 63%. PCW reported on just nine shootings in PPR #86, but there
were three non-fatal incidents we discovered later which are included
here. Other than the alarming five incidents in Portland (p. 1), here’s
what has happened since April, plus those three earlier cases.
—On August 17, as we were going to press, several police agencies
shot at a suspect at a casino in Pendleton, wounding the suspect and
a bystander (KGW-8TV, August 17). More details in our next issue.
—On August 4, police in Klamath Falls shot and killed Matthew
Vaughn, 29, when he allegedly ran at them with a knife (KOBI-5TV,
August 8 and Klamath Falls Herald and News, August 10).
—On July 30, two McMinnville Police officers fired bullets toward Dillan
Cashman, 32, who was shooting off fireworks, and perhaps also a
weapon, in what was a three-hour-long standoff where the man
ultimately surrendered (KPTV-12, July 31 and KGW-8TV, August 1).
—On July 22, members of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office—
perhaps including Sheriff Jason Pollock himself— shot and wounded
Rafael Gomez, 29, after he allegedly grabbed a gun from a vehicle at
the County Fairgrounds in Madras and pointed it at people, ran out
onto the highway, and pointed the rifle at a gas station attendant.
Officers chased Gomez, who reportedly fired the rifle at police. Officers
shot back (Bend Bulletin, July 25).
—On July 13, Salem Police Officers Brian Frazzini, Erick Hernandez,
Ryan Morris and Adam Waite shot and killed a juvenile, 16-year-old
Robert Fletemier-Brown, during a “shoot-out” as they approached his
house to serve a warrant for suspicion of two other shooting incidents
(Oregonlive and Salem
Statesman Journal, July 14).
—On June 18, Clackamas
County Sheriff’s Detective
Dan Ferguson and Oregon
State Police Trooper
Zachary Cole shot and killed
Derrick Dewayne Clark, 24,
Oregonian,
after a standoff in Milwaukie
(continued on p. 7)
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Continued Lack of Interest by Training Advisory Council in Over-Policing of Black Community
PPB’s Internal Group Also Drops Crowd Training Examination, Urges Cops to Fire Less Lethal Weapons

A

lthough the percentage of Black Portlanders having police force used on them was low for the second quarter in a row, neither the
Portland Police Bureau (PPB) nor its Training Advisory Council (TAC) took note of this potential positive trend. The TAC, which
meets once every two months, received the most recent data, covering the first three months of 2022, in July. At their May meeting,
they elected relatively new member Nathan Castle to be their Chair and approved a letter urging officers to apply to train “grenadiers,”
people who launch less lethal weapons at community members during protests. The next meeting saw their work group on Crowd
Control declare that the issue was far too complicated, so they were suspending their work until the Bureau proposes new training.
The force data showed that 21% of those subjected to police violence in Q1 were Black, down from 22% the previous quarter and
significantly down from the 25-30% average over the last half-dozen or so years. As a reminder, the TAC formally asked the Bureau
to add demographic data comparing force statistics to the actual population, but the PPB instead includes a lengthy discussion of
why census data is unreliable at the back of its reports as a “compromise.”
The discussion of the grenadiers letter revealed that the Bureau was having trouble recruiting members to teach each other
how to fire the weapons at people following the resignation (from their posts, not from the department) of the Rapid Response
Team in 2021 (PPR #84). The Bureau’s “Specialized Resources Division”* asked the TAC as community members to put out a call
of encouragement. Member Gina Ronning, who also sits on the Focused Intervention Team (FIT)’s Community Oversight Group,
revealed that they used language like “grenadier” (rather than something less militaristic) because officers failed to respond to
community pleas to join the FIT when it was written in plain language. Once they translated it into cop-speak, they had more
applicants than positions. PCW encouraged the TAC to include both kinds of language so the police might eventually learn how to
communicate with the public. Because comments are not taken until the ends of meetings, the
issue had already been decided.
According to the document with the draft letter, the TAC is also working on a statement to
encourage officers to appear “not in uniform embedded in crowds in order to maintain
situational awareness and identify individuals who are engaging in or encouraging violent
behaviors.” PCW’s comment was that when protesting, one should expect the person next to
you is there to hold up a picket sign and join the cause, not to be an undercover cop.
At the July meeting, the TAC spent considerable time modifying the motion made to suspend
the Crowd Control work group by putting in a specific timeline. The Bureau has been unable to
finalize its Crowd Directive or make meaningful changes to the training because they refused to
conduct a thorough analysis of the 6000+ uses of force at the 2020 racial justice protests (p. 2).
That analysis is a prerequisite set by the US Department of Justice. The City has said they expect
the outside review of the 2020 protests, done internally by the PPB both in early and late 2021, to
be ready in January 2023, over two and a half years after the protests began.
Side note: The Lieutenant who presented the force data in July was not Peter Helzer, the most
recent person using musical chairs to be the “Force Inspector” (PPR #86). However, Lt. Matt
Engen was merely filling in for Helzer, who was not available for the meeting.
For more information on TAC go to <portland.gov/police/tac>.

* Apparently this is the new name for what used to be called the Tactical Operations Division.

MORE DEADLY POLICE SHOOTINGS ACROSS OREGON (continued from p. 6)
(KOIN-6TV, June 21). Clark, a young black man, had survived prison and was mentoring youth with a
nonprofit. The State Attorney General’s office is investigating the shooting, but given the track record of
the few cases they’ve been involved with to date (PPRs #84 and 89, Philip Moskios and Robert Delgado
cases), we’re not holding our breath.
—On June 10, Coos County Sheriff’s Detective Aaron Whittenburg and Coos Bay Police Officer Dan Henthorn
shot and killed Matthew Mikel, 37, a suspect in a murder case, when he allegedly pointed a knife at officers inside
a hotel room in Coos Bay (Oregon Beach Magazine, June 16).
—On May 25, Douglas County Sheriff’s Deputy Brian Melvin shot and killed Spencer Cassanova Heckathorne,
60, after he allegedly rammed their vehicle, was “uncooperative’ and “engaged” the Deputy (KEZI-TV9, May 26
and Roseburg News-Review, June 8).
—On April 25 (a few days after PPR #86 went to press), Marion County Sheriff’s Deputy Tyler Morrow shot and
killed Micaiah Clinton, 27, after he allegedly fired more than a dozen bullets at officers following a standoff at a
truck stop south of Portland. A Woodburn officer was wounded by Clinton’s gunfire (Associated Press, May 10).
While not a direct deadly force incident, on May 4 Oregon City Police chased an unidentified driver they saw
speeding, and that person crashed their car and died (Oregonlive, May 5).
Earlier this year:
—On March 6, Oregon State Trooper Carter Ellis shot and wounded Cole Reeves, 25, on I-5 near Grants Pass when
Reeves allegedly came toward him with two knives and said “I have to be shot” (Medford Mail-Tribune, March 15).
—Also on March 6, Josephine County Deputies and Oregon State Police shot Thomas Rockholt, 44, wounding
him in the abdomen and elbow, after he allegedly confronted them while they investigated two homicides on the
property where he lived in Selma (KRDV-12TV, March 10).
—On April 2, Medford Officer Joshua Marshall shot at Tyler Delugach, 24, who was armed and threatening to
take his own life; the official story is that Delugach wounded himself and the officer’s bullets hit his car (Medford
Mail-Tribune, April 14).
Find PCW’s annual letters on statewide deadly force incidents at <portlandcopwatch.org/shootings.html>.
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New Training Advisory Council Chair
Nathan Castle and temporary Force
Inspector Lt. Matt Engen at the July
TAC meeting

KEATON OTIS REMEMBERED 12
YEARS LATER; PERMANENT
MEMORIAL PLANNED
The annual memorial for Keaton Otis, who
was shot by Portland Police in May 2010
(PPR #51),
was held as
an online/in
p e r s o n
hybrid event
on May 12.
Th i s ye a r
featured
m o r e
personal
recollections
a b o u t
Keaton’s life.
The video is
available at
<tinyurl.com/KO12years>. In July,
work began on a permanent
memorial at NE 6th and Halsey,
where Keaton was killed.
Get more info at
<facebook.com/JusticeForKeatonOtis>.
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DOJ Finds More Failure to Comply with Settlement (continued from p. 1)
issue raised previously about the Police Review Board acting to excuse officer behavior based on external factors. As
they (and the COCL) have noted, these factors should be used in considering discipline but aren’t relevant to whether
officers violated policy. The COCL and DOJ have joined together in trying to have the BHUAC design ways to talk about critical
incidents with the intent of finding ways to prevent them in the future. Despite discussing this issue
In the DOJ’s report, they cite
since last October, no resolution has been reached.
Flying Focus Video Collective’s
recording of the October 2021
The DOJ also calls out the PPB for sharing video of one deadly force incident to every officer in
BHUAC meeting as a reference
the Bureau immediately after it occurred, potentially damaging the neutrality of the criminal and
point for the Committee members
administrative investigations. They note that Officer Jennifer Pearce, who was struck by a stolen saying
deadly force cases are not
vehicle she then shot at (PPR #83), was not interviewed for 48 days rather than the required 48
in their purview. In July 2022,
hours. Both the COCL and DOJ found instances where allegations of use of non-deadly force were
Flying Focus became a fellow
dismissed or not investigated, violating the Agreement’s terms.
partner group with Portland
Copwatch at Peace and Justice
The April hearing before Judge Simon was a Fairness Hearing conducted as a hybrid event. Two members
Works. Watch the video at
of Portland Copwatch (PCW) testified virtually and a third was in the courtroom. Our testimony examined
tinyurl.com/ffvcBHUAC .
the eight remedies proposed by the City and expressed concerns about most of them. However, the writing
was on the wall since the legal entities involved had shaken hands already, and the new sections were adopted as-is. At the July Status
Conference, the DOJ was fairly conciliatory despite calling out the City for its shortcomings. City Attorneys and Mayor Wheeler made
public relations friendly statements about how hard they are working. Community members including the same three people from PCW
chimed in, supporting DOJ’s analysis but also emphasizing how the Bureau only nominally engages the community. Only one PCCEP
member, Byron Vaughn, testified as an individual because, as noted above, PCCEP never voted on a statement due to lack of quorum.
Community Engagement Group Lacks Unity, Engagement
PCCEP’s May meeting was, in part, a town hall to hear the COCL present its review of the fourth quarter 2021. PCW conducted
a lengthy analysis, calling into question a number of the “expert” opinions. The COCL once again responded with less-thancompassionate answers, often simply defending the status quo (though to be fair they agreed to fix a few items as well). Their
August meeting included a truncated town hall on the COCL’s Q1 2022 report, with limited community input.
Because PCCEP dissolved its steering committee in November, it had no recognized
leadership for eight months. They only had seven members of their allotted 13 seats
until June 15, when two new members were added (Nathan Castle— also chair of the
Training Advisory Council, and Anthony Russell, Jr), and another was thanked for her
service without renewing her term (Amy Anderson). Still, with only eight members,
the PCCEP needs seven to hold a formal meeting or vote. PCW urged them repeatedly
to have City Council set their quorum to a majority of seated members. That way, for
eight people, quorum would be five rather than the seven needed for 13 theoretical
members. However, the Committee did not even ask the City Attorney to look into the
issue at either their June or July meetings. It’s a mystery why they don’t they even want to
help themselves. Likely they believe the City, which keeps promising to appoint more
members in a timely way. They clearly have no sense of history and how the City
starved the Community Oversight Advisory Board of members before disbanding it
and creating PCCEP (PPR #76). Again, they were unable to vote on a statement for
the court due to there only being six members present at their July 20 meeting. They
also were not able to make formal recommendations about the Bureau’s Annual Report,
which they’re required to do by the Agreement, due to a similar quorum issue in June.
In early August, Council appointed another three members— Pastor Robin Wisner,
Lauren Ceaser and Kevin Provost, bringing PCCEP up to 11 members, still shy of
their allotted 13 seats.
At PCCEP’s July meeting, Deputy Chief Mike Frome told the Committee that the person hired to be the civilian “dean” of the
Training Division was having their job offer rescinded due to issues with their background check. Frome declined to discuss the
matter further, but it could have something to do with the former LA cop (Thomas Datro) making anti-community remarks on
podcasts showing he was not by any means a good choice for the job.
Many of the PCCEP’s problems stem from their two staff people quitting in December and March. The DOJs report says that the halftime supervisor of the project, who worked in the Office of Equity and Human Rights, could not account for the staff’s daily and weekly
work performance. PCCEP was moved under the Public Safety Division (PSD), which also oversees the Police Accountability Commission
(p. 2) and the Focused Intervention Team Community Oversight Group (p. 1). Unfortunately, the PSD did not have any staff ready to take
on this new role, so between the Mayor’s police liaison Stephanie Howard and PAC staffer Sameer Kanal, the Committee just barely got its
stuff together for the meetings in May, June and July. New staff was introduced at the July meeting. For some reason, after over two years
using the regular Zoom format where all participants can see one another, the people staffing the July meeting used a “webinar” format,
where only the Committee members can see each other. This switch undermines the concept of PCCEP being “community engaged.”
Mental Health Advisory Group Still Doesn’t Get It
The BHUAC held another public outreach meeting on August 11. They defensively responded to a question about why their business
meetings are not open to the public by stating they had spent an entire meeting debating the issue again and had voted to keep those meetings
private. Committee members and city staff accused the DOJ of moving the goalposts by never having asked the BHUAC to review deadly
force incidents prior to the initial finding of compliance after attending meetings for seven years. Why, they asked, are they being required
to hold those discussions now? What they seem to not understand is that the only reason DOJ realized the BHUAC thought they were not
allowed to review those cases was because they never held public meetings until 2021, when PCW raised the question.
See Portland Copwatch’s analysis for Q4 at <tinyurl.com/PCWcocl0522> the DOJ’s report at <albinaministerialcoalition.org/DOJComplianceReport0722.pdf>, and
COCL’s draft Q1 report at <https://tinyurl.com/COCLq12022>.
SEPTEMBER 2022
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More Lawsuits for Protest Violence Cost City Big Bucks
Pending Cases Include Spitting, Hit and Run Incidents

I

n the last two years, City Council has paid out roughly two-thirds of a
million dollars for police violence at protests. The dates of the protests
range from August 2018 to September 2020. Portland Copwatch (PCW)
only has access to those settlements over $5000 which are required to come
to Council for a vote. The Council agreed they would put settlements over
$50,000 on the public agenda, meaning that PCW members have had to pull
several from the “consent agenda” to force public discussion of the incidents.
In a few cases, the victims and/or their attorneys have spoken to Council
about what happened. More often than not, the most any Council member
says is that they feel community members should not be harmed by people
who are sworn to protect and serve. Yet, no discussions have taken place
about how to change officer behavior to stop the steady flow of money which
otherwise could be used to build community rather than repair harms.
The most recent cases:
—Alonna Mitsch, the woman who was arrested for twerking in the
vicinity of a police vehicle in August 2019, was awarded $75,000 for the
force officers used to throw her to the ground. Of course, part of the
settlement is the City saying they don’t agree there was wrongdoing. And
since the officers were not found out of policy for the force, even when
Mitsch appealed to the Citizen Review Committee, the worst that will
happen to any officer is possible discipline for the one who failed to properly
document the incident in a report (PPR #84).
—Erica Christiansen, who was shoved to the ground and shot with a
less-lethal weapon at point-blank range by Officer Brent Taylor (#51250)
during a protest on August 9,
2020, was awarded $30,000
on June 22.
—Two reporters who
apparently were repeatedly
targeted by police in May
and June 2020 were given
$55,000 to split with their
attorneys. Though the
Council paperwork, as
usual, refers to an
“encounter” with police, the
Oregonian (July 8, 2020)
and
Oregon
Public
Broadcasting (July 1, 2020)
indicate the police smacked
down one of their cameras
and roughly arrested them
despite their being clearly
identified as media. There
was no indication whether
the officers were
investigated for misconduct
either for violating
Oregonlive, July 20
reporters’ First Amendment
rights or more broadly for stopping people from observing the police
(prohibited in Directive 635.20). At the Council vote on July 20, both
Commissioner Hardesty and Commissioner Rubio made brief remarks.
The County and State also reached settlements of $15,000 and $20,000
respectively for this conduct.
All in all, PCW counts $656,382 paid out in 12 cases over the course of
25 months, thus averaging almost $55,000 per violent incident.
Meanwhile, a case in which a protestor was roughed up by police for
spitting in their direction is being allowed to move forward because a judge
did not find that her action was unlawful (Oregonian, May 6). Another
case involving a person who was apparently deliberately hit by a truck
while protesting is getting new life after his attorney provided video of the
incident— video that police investigators claim did not exist (Oregonian,
June 10). This last case is more about police lack of action than direct
violence, but it all adds up to the cops not caring about people if those
people are seeking police accountability.
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PPB Traffic Stop Data Show Fewer Stops,
More People of Color Targeted
In July, the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) finally
released the 2021 annual traffic stop data report. The
Oregonian ran a fairly comprehensive article on
July 24 noting that (a) overall, traffic stops were down
from nearly 25,000 to just over 14,000, (b) the percentage
of white people stopped was its lowest ever, at 64%,
and (c) the percentage of Black drivers asked to consent
to a search is higher than most other races/ethnicities.
The report shows that 2.2% of Black drivers were
asked to consent to a search (for Native Hawaiians,
that was 3.9% but the pool was much smaller). Only
12.5% of the Black drivers refused a search while
20% of white drivers did.
The O also called out the BS from the PPB which
Portland Copwatch (PCW) has noted for years: their
insistence that crime victimization rates should be used
as a benchmark rather than census data. Andomachi
Tesloni, a professor on criminology, is quoted saying
using data this way is “misleading on many counts...
stop and search police activity is aimed at potential
offenders [and] suspects, [not] potential victims.”
At the presentation of the PPB’s Annual Report
virtually presented for East Precinct, Chief Lovell again
asserted that census data are not accurate because of
all the people who drive in from Vancouver, Gresham
and other outlying areas each day. When PCW member
Dan Handelman asked a follow up question about
whether the Chief would collect information on the
addresses of people stopped by police to prove this
point, the moderator (Public Information Officer Kevin
Allen) left off the part of the question tying the
collection of data to proving the PPB’s race theory.

Bunch of Cops on “Brady List”
Actually, our headline here is just for fun— in its
August 10 issue, the Willamette Week revealed that
the so-called “Brady List,” names that the District
Attorney is required to keep to reveal officers whose
testimony may be questionable, only has three
Portland Police officers on it. They are Andrew
Caspar, who lied about telling people he wasn’t
chasing a suspect because of policies set by President
Obama (PPR #84); Brian Hubbard, who was
convicted of DUII in 2009; and John Shadron, who
also was guilty of driving while impaired (PPR #54).
The “Brady List” is normally just about officers
accused of untruthfulness. The DA’s list is called the
“Potential Impeachment Disclosure index.” Not on the
list is Sgt. Erin Smith, who lied to a community
member, claiming it was illegal to record police and was
found out of policy by the Citizen Review Committee
(PPR #80). The Chief changed Smith’s allegation to a
performance issue, and Smith retired in 2020.
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Portland Copwatch analyzes
the police ‘union’ newsletter

—Almost the exact same story ran on KOIN-6TV the next day
with Schmautz adding that “people need to be heard.” He challenges
the City to hire 800 more officers. He was allowed to repeat the call
for more cops on KOIN both on July 18 and July 26.

–continued –

PPA WANTS MORE COPS (continued from back page)

Stretching the Imagination

The seven pieces about officers who were killed or injured included
What really stands out is how Schmautz denounces other
one about the last Portland officer to die in the line of duty— Officer
people’s violence. It’s commendable to speak out against
Kirk Huffstetler, who was killed on the way to a call when his patrol
an unprovoked attack of two elderly men, as he did on
car slammed into a concrete wall in May 2012 (May 26 post).
June 28. He states “no violence in our (country) is
Huffstetler is mentioned in the May 17 post called “why we remember,”
acceptable. It never accomplishes anything and drives us
talking
about the “ultimate sacrifice” made by officers. Schamutz
apart.” Talking to KGW-8TV on April 19, Schmautz reacts
writes, “No matter what else occurs, the thin blue line drawn between
to vandalism and arson committed during a protest that led to
order and chaos endures.” He adds that the City should all stand up
broken windows and a dumpster fire. He says “Nothing good
and support the heroes who selflessly serve. The piece is accompanied
comes from this behavior,” talking about a small group of
by a video of officer names. Where is the memorial for civilians
people who want to “damage our country and city. The time
killed by police? (That is, beyond the Portland Copwatch website:
has come to end unnecessary violence.” Since that protest was
https://www.portlandcopwatch.org/listofshootings.html)
about the Grand Rapids, Michigan police shooting of Patrick
An April 28 post from the
Lyoya, that was in fact the point of the protest. Whose
Fallen Badge Foundation was
unnecessary violence are we talking about here?
about officers in other
In related stories:
jurisdictions— a Woodburn
—An ABC news national story on April 20
officer shot at a SWAT incident,
talked about the money spent on homelessness in
a Clatsop Deputy who was in a
Portland, noting that 30% of homicides are of
crash, and a Washington County
homeless people. Schmautz is interviewed, calling
Deputy whose car was hit by a
for more funding of police and prosecution.
civilian driver. These were all
—A story on Police.com from June 3 reviews
injury situations, not deaths.
how the PPB is recruiting new officers, saying the
The most questionable part of
current 772 sworn officers of 882 authorized is
this theme is how the PPA
somehow exacerbated by the City having cut 119
describes various incidents as
positions since 2020. They do no analysis of the
“ambushes.” For example, a July
fact that there are 110 open positions the Bureau
2 piece refers to Kentucky police
is unable to fill.
Three stories posted to underscore
responding to a Domestic
This story
Portland’s crime “problem” were about
WORKING CLASS HERO??? The PPA linked to a
Violence call where a “coward”
10 shootings in 24 hours on May 28,
also says that
June 27 story from the NW Labor Press following
opened fire on police. But
people arrested for street racing on
many officers
an Officer Jordan Zaitz around. The article has Zaitz
June 13, and the Enhanced Community left due to the
shouldn’t the police have been
proudly using “tough love” on a woman who is
Safety Team investigation which led to a
entering
the situation prepared for
stresses
of
houseless by making her leave a campsite— twice.
May 10 US Marshals-aided arrest of two
there to be violence? Another
COVID-19
and
Zaitz
assumes
a
person
she
gave
treatment
“dangerous offenders” with the PPB’s
“ambush” story from Detroit was
“civil unrest,”
information to never used it, talks about “bad guys,”
Special Emergency Reaction Team,
posted a few days later on July 7.
low staffing, and how the US Department of Justice
Crisis Negotiation, the K-9 Unit and Air not mentioning
Support. Stretched thin indeed.
makes them approach people in mental health crisis
The Portland Police Association does not
that civil unrest
set policy. However, some PPA leadership
carefully... being sure to always have a Taser and a
was about police abuse and led to police abusing
express negative attitudes toward citizens
“bean bag gun.” The article reveals that only one
those calling for an end to that abuse.
and civilian oversight in their web postings.
rank
and
file
officer
did
not
join
the
PPA
even
though
—A KGW story from May 2 talks about how busy/
We worry these ideas may spread
it is voluntary. Overall, for a newspaper dedicated
stretched thin the police were a day earlier, Schamutz
throughout Portland’s ranks. The PPA’s
to the workers whose actions against management
calls it “heartbreaking” that a community member
website is <ppavigil.org>.
are often broken up by police violence, this article
with an emergency may not get service, therefore
PPA’s facebook page is
struck many in the community as “copaganda.”
increasing the likelihood they will not call again.
<facebook.com/PortlandPoliceAssociation>.

“Constitutional” Sheriffs: A Troubling Trend
onstitutional Sheriffs believe that they have the ultimate authority to interpret as well as
enforce laws. From the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association (CSPOA)
website; “The law enforcement powers held by the sheriff supersede those of any agent, officer,
elected official or employee from any level of government when in the jurisdiction of the county.”
The founder of the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association (CSPOA) is Sheriff
Richard Mack, who is retired. He was on the founding board of The Oath Keepers. According
to the Southern Poverty Law Center; “The Oath Keepers, which claims tens of thousands of
present and former law enforcement officials and military veterans as members, is one of the
largest far-right anti-government groups in the U.S. today.” In 2021 and 2022, Mack and his
wife have been driving around the country in a large RV recruiting people to join a posse and
to convince their sheriff to join CSPOA, or to elect someone who shares their vision. They
are anti-immigration and pro-gun. While the Portland metro area (Multnomah, Clackamas
and Washington Counties) is lucky enough to not have any openly “Constitutional” sheriffs,
there have been a few in Oregon including former Grant County Sheriff Glenn Palmer, who
came to prominence during the occupation of the Malheur Wildlife Refuge in 2016.
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Former Grant County Sheriff Glenn
Palmer, a “constitutional Sheriff,” now
works as a marine deputy in Sherman
County (OPB, May 4, 2021).
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Portland Police Ask Input on Crowd, Force, ID
Policies; Sheriff Wants Cops to See BodyCams
ontinuing a never-ending wild goose chase between making
rational changes and continuing to do the same thing, the
Portland Police Bureau set out 19 Directives (policies) for public
review between May and August. Portland Copwatch (PCW)
commented on most of them, most significantly ones about
“crowd control,” force, identification and mental health. The
Multnomah County Sheriff’s Office, which is much more sparing
in its policy review— mostly because unlike Portland, they’re
not under scrutiny from the US Department of Justice (DOJ),
posted three. The most significant one is a troubling body camera
policy which seeks to allow deputies to review footage before
they write their reports, even in force incidents. Below is a
summary of PCW’s comments.

C

May: The crowd management policy, which was previously
posted just as the George Floyd protests were getting underway
in June 2020, included no changes made since that time. PCW
updated its comments to take out quaint statements about officer
indiscriminate use of force “in the past two weeks...” in light of
those demonstrations going on to last for the better part of a
year. Other adjustments were made based on outlandish behavior
like officers attacking people offering only passive resistance
and not being required to wear name tags.
Also, a Directive about police being allowed to use force
against non-human animals removed the requirement for a
supervisor to investigate such force and contained almost no
suggestions for de-escalation.

Call us at (503) 236-3065 or email copwatch@portlandcopwatch.org for more
info. Report incidents with the police or Sheriff’s deputies to the Copwatch
Incident Report Line at (503) 321-5120 or incidentreport@portlandcopwatch.org .

June: The Directive on Officer Identification appears to have
removed the loophole which allowed the cops to display numbers
rather than names during the 2020 protests... but until the crowd
Directive is finalized, we aren’t celebrating yet. Unfortunately,
the PPB also seems to have removed some requirements about handing people business cards at every encounter.
The policy on “less lethal” weapons was modified in ways that showed the Bureau doing exactly the opposite of what PCW had
previously asked, such as taking out certain information rather than adding more in. A different Directive on Force Reporting
created a loophole for officers who claim to have experienced trauma when witnessing a deadly force event. This is based on a cop
who didn’t provide an interview after using a Taser on Joshua Merritt in July 2021 (PPR #84). We noted how civilians are pressured
to talk to officers regardless of their emotional state, leading us to call again for “no special rights for police.”

July: PCW once again commented on the Bureau’s
four main policies around mental health, noting that
the list of possible responses is no longer represented
by an acronym which put “patience” at the bottom
of the list, but still doesn’t prioritize de-escalation
enough. The medical aid Directive replaced the
problematic term “Excited Delirium” with
“hyperactive delirium with severe agitation.” Officers
are not medical professionals, and they should
describe behaviors, not syndromes.
August: Because the Bureau re-posted the same version
of its training policy we commented on in March, 2020,
PCW simply added a few contemporary references to
their biased training on crowd control. One thing we
suggested is that they should list a punishment for those
who approve or fail to review such harmful trainings.
Sheriff’s Policy: The Sheriff’s camera review policy was due for comment in July. PCW emphasized how experts at the DOJ
and the OIR Group (which reviews Portland deadly force incidents for policy issues) have said it is not good investigative
practice to let cops see footage before they are interviewed or write reports. The US Supreme Court case guiding police use of
force says the decision has to be based on what the officer knows at the time, not 20/20 hindsight. What more obvious way to
violate that principle could there be than to let them look at a recording so they can change their justification for harming
community members?
Find PPB policies up for review at <portlandoregon.gov/police/59757> and Sheriff’s policies at <mcso.us/site/quick-access/policy#in-review>.
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Overstating
Dangers Obviously
Dismisses Overall
Damage

T

he Portland Police
Association (PPA) posted
36 items on their Facebook page
between mid-April and early August. The largest
number—nine — had to do with officers who were shot,
injured or killed on duty, probably because May was Police
Officer Memorial Month, and there was a string of incidents in
Portland where cops were (or were nearly) injured. Unlike the
previous officer involved shooting in February, the ones from
May and July did prompt commentary (p. 1). However, as noted
below, there is a disconnect between how relatively few officers
get harmed and how many community members are shot/killed
by police. The other main categories were crime (seven pieces),
staffing and “bluewashing” (six each). Individual posts
addressed politics (the PPA endorsing Rene Gonzalez in the
City Council primary), protests, and the K-9 unit.
Fifteen of the 36 were generated by the PPA, with another
fifteen (plus two of the PPA pieces) coming from media
sources. Five came from the Police Bureau and one from
social media. A recurring theme in the media pieces: Sgt.
Aaron Schmautz, the PPA’s President, was asked to give his
opinion about these various topics, despite the fact that he is
a spokesperson for a collective bargaining unit whose main
function is to be sure officers get fair wages and benefits
and to grow the membership of his organization (and, as a
side hustle, to impose undue influence on police policies).

Embracing Oversight—Not
In his July 24 post about officers whose lives were
endangered, Schmautz attacks oversight efforts. He says that
there is “destructive second-guessing of every event”
comprised of “endless audits, reviews and haranguing of
split-second decisions.” Yes, and...? Isn’t that what happens
to civilians who are going to criminal court because of police
decisions, where the stakes are much higher than getting
time off without pay? For the record, the same day an officer
was not hit by gunfire before his partner killed a 19 year old
man, another officer was apparently deliberately hit by a car
and sent to the hospital, while two other officers engaged in
what’s described as a six minute fight leading to both of
them being injured as well.

Do As I Say, Not As I Do. Also, Give Me More Money
In one of two interviews with the allegedly unbiased News
Nation, posted on April 21, Schmautz bemoaned that crime
victims aren’t getting attention because of the “unrest” (aka
protests against police violence), and houselessness. Not
surprisingly, he mentioned that law enforcement needs more
funding after the 2020 “defunding” (where $15 million was
cut out of a $200 million + budget). He apparently had the
opportunity to talk directly with President Biden about
funding. Schmautz offered his carefully worded agreement

PPA President Aaron
Schmautz is a go-to
guy for the media
(clockwise KGW-8TV
July 29, KATU-2TV
July 26, KPTV-12
July 28, KOIN-6TV
May 2, NewsNation
April 21).
Why is a person
whose job is to
protect the financial
interests of the cops
being made a
spokesperson about
city policy?

that the PPA is willing to “talk accountability” (and not do
anything about it) but that the police need to be listened to or
more will leave the force. He mentioned officers’ “courage
and stamina” three times.
The second interview (posted on June 18) posits that drug
decriminalization in Oregon is failing. Schmautz says he’s ok
with trying to treat people with addiction but says the
unintended consequences of legislation led to two High School
students overdosing. (Actually, that was due to them getting
tainted drugs, but that’s another story.) He also conflates
addiction with homelessness. Schmautz adds that the PPB can’t
keep up due to low staffing levels. The “unbiased” reporter
asked whether Schmautz feels supported. He talked about how
the treatment money isn’t being spent because of red tape, and
the law is stopping officers from “interdicting.” The reporter
asked about morale and Schmautz launched into a discussion of
the so-called ambushes on officers (see p. 10). (continued on p. 10)

